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A. Introduction to tbe Problem
Nowhere in his work does \írhitehead give an explicit account of the question:
how can God's consequent nature, which he himself characterizes as "incomplete"
(PR 345), influence the temporal world?'To be able to have influence" means
that God's consequent nature must be prehensible for temporal (or "worldly")2
occasions, but this demands the satisfaction of God's consequent nature, and this
would seem antagonistic to incompleteness. None of the passages which mention
the workings of God's consequent natur€ consider this conceptual problem (see
PR 32, 87-88, 350-351). The efficacy of God's consequent nature on the world
mà/, however, contain an aspect of tUíhitehead's philosophy which is imporcant
for theology. For this is the context in which the issue of God also as Moved
Mover is relevant. That is why the question-'if and how God's consequenr
nature can be prehensible and therefore efficacious"-is especially pertinent to
any attempt at finding a (more) accurate model for God's efficacy in the world.
This question is the subject of the present article.r First, the problem will be
examined and two different lines of interpretation will be noted [Section A].
Then aproposal for interpretation will be made [Section B], and will be discussed
and elaborated [Section C], and compared to closely related alternatives [Section
E]. In between, it will be necessary to briefly consider the characterization of
God's own aim [Section D].

tThis essay is taken from a section of my dissertation on'The Relevance of \tríhitehead for
a Theology of God's Efftcacy" (forthcoming in book form, henceforth cited as R\fD.
2'Whitehead uses the adjective 'temporal' ro indicate actual entities in the world. But
because he acknowledges a temporal aspect to God as well, this adjective is, properly
considered, not distinguishing enough. That is why I prefer the adjective "worldly" to
indicate actual occasions. "\tríoddly'here thus means'in the world."
3Denis Hurtubise has argued in the preceding essay of this issue of. Process Studies that until
now there is no solution for the question of the prehensibility of God's consequenr
nature. Let me propose however awey in which this question probably can be resolved.
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\íhitehead calls the influence of an actual entity (say "a') on another actual
entity ("b") the functioningof."a" in regard to "b' or the prehensio n of ua" by "b."
In this prehensiorL, "an is appropriated by "b" as an (immonal) object in "b's"
concrescence. That is why \lhitehead uses the term "objective immortality" (of
"a") to indicate the functioning of ua" with regard to other actual entities. This
functioningof "a" requires that "a" itself has become completely determinate; in
other words, that its concrescence has achieved satisfaction. In the satisfaction of
an actual occasion the process of becoming which can be described as the transition
from indeterminateness to determinateness comes to an end, and with it the
subjective immediacy of the occasion perishes.a \fith this satisfaction the objective
immonality begins, namely, the functioning in respect to other processes of
becoming. For this reason, satisfaction is the juncture of immanent causality to
transient causality,s and hence of subjective immediacy to objective immonality.

So, the question we are facing is: If God's consequent nature realizes itself
in part out of the prehensions of all worldly actual entities (PR 345), to which
new ones, however, are continually added, how then can the consequent nature
of God be objectively immortal (PR 32)? Does the concrescence of the actual
entity God somehow achieve satisfaction after all? Is there objective immortality
for God despite God's incompleteness (PR 345)? Is it the case that God is
objectively immortal without this implyingthat Gods subjective immediacy has
disappeared? Apparently so, according to \íhitehead, even though he will answer
to the question how God (unlike other actual entities) can provide data for other
actual entities without "perishing": "This is a genuine problem. I have not
attempted to solve it."6 This might seem to indicate that the concept of God was
not his primary concern (SC\f 4).

Many philosophers and theologlans who have been concerned with \Whitehead's

metaphysics have pointed out this problem of consistenry. Charles Haftshorne,Ivor
Leclerc and the earlierJohn Cobb, together with many others, see the solution to the
problem of God's prehensibility in the so called'societd view of God." That is to
say, rhey think of God in accordance with the model of a "society,' and more
precisely in accordance with the model of that "society" which consists of one
temporal thread of successive actual entities (a "route' of actual entities). According
to this view, a divine actual occasion integrates-just like wery worldly occasion-the

*The quesrion whether this is the case for God, and its negative ansv/er, will be the subject
of the following section.
ssuch an undialectical demarcation, however, does not completely do justice to \7hite-
head's view.
6According to the report of A.H. Johnson, 

'Some Conversations with rVhitehead Con-
cerning Go.l end Creativity," 10 (henceforth cited as SC\f).
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occasions it is given and achieves its satisfaction. This satisfaction is prehended,
together with those worldly occasions which have appeared in the meantime, by the
successive divine occasion, which also arrives at satisfadion in its turn. So, God is
seen as a "serial society," as a route of aaual divine occasions, which all successively
end in satisfaction, md are therefore prehensible.T

Only a handful of process thinkers hold on to \Thitehead's explicit state-
ment that God is not a route but one actual entity (PR 18, 87, 110), the so-called
"entitative view of God." One of these was A.H. Johnson who was the first to
mention the possibility of a "societal view," and thereby elicited an explicitly
negative reaction from \Uflhitehead.8 Others who entertain this view are, mainly,

tJohlr Cobb's primary concern in choosing this view was the prehensibility of God's
consequent nature. For conceiving God as an actual entity would hply, according to him,
that God has not yet reached satisfaction, and therefore could not be efficacious rowards
worldly occasions (A Christizn Natural TheologlPhiladelphia, PA: \lestminster, 19651, 188;
henceforth cited as CNT). Besides that, it would i-ply that God has not yet reached
satisfaction, and therefore eternally strives for an unattainable aim. This is foolish, as well
as being in contradiction with Vhitehead's speaking of God's satisfaction, according to
Cobb. He considers all these problems solved by the "societal view" (in which he, in conrrasr
to Hartshorne, retains eternal objects, as well as God's satisfaction which is passed on in
every new divine entity).

Hartshorne has another motivation for seeing God as a society. Initially he thought that
he was simply explicating what Vhitehead should have said or perhaps even wanted to say
(The Dfuine Rehtfuity: A Social ConceptionolGol[New Flaven, CN: Yale University Press

{19a8; L97411,3È31; Charles Hartshorne and Iíilliam Reese, Philosophets Speak of God

[Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, L953; L965),274;henceforth cited as PSG). His
main argument is that the prehension (by God) of the "manyn must, in God's case also, lead
to an'increased by one" and, therefore, to a new entity ('\íhitehead's Novel lntuition,'
Alfved North Vhitehead" Essa.ys on his Philosoplry, edhedby George Kline [Englewood Cliffs,
NJ: Prentice-Hall, 19631, t8-26, at23). But in the case of these transitions in God 'there is
no lapse of memory, no loss of immediecy, as to occasions already achieved," says
Hartshorne. He points this out as a difference between the sequence of God's occasions and
normal linear sequences (PSG 274).

For Leclerc, however, the loss of immediary (which is always present in the case of a
normal serial sociery) forms the main argument for conceiving God as a society, because
Leclerc considers "perishing' to be metaphysically required for every prehensibility,
including God's S.eview of \William Christian,r4 nlntrpreution of\rfÍtitehead\ Meuplrysics,

lournal of Philosoplry 57 U960),138-143; henceforth cited as R\fC). These arguments will
be reviewed in the text in Section C.

Johnson recounts his conversation with !íhitehead in the following manneÍ

JornvsoN: "Can you think of God (as consequent) as a 'sociery'?" '\tríhitehead

replied that he had considered the possibility, since a society is what endures, and
en actud enrity passes lrway. But,'WHrrEHEAD: 'The answer is no." In a society
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Villiam Christian, Lewis Ford, Marjorie Suchocki, andJorge Nobo.e Amongst
these, Ford is the only one who links his holding of the "entitative view" to an
emphasis on the imprehensibility of God's consequent naturelo (and who later
finds this so much of a problem that he starts searching in other directions,
though not in that of the "societal view).tt The other three-Christian,
Suchocki, and Nobo-do see possibilities for a conceptually coherent account of
the prehensibility of God. The interpretation I will give below moves in their
direction. The points of mutual difference will be treated in Section E.

B. Proposal for Intetpretation: God's Eoerlasting Concrescence as Gro@-
ing Satisfaction
\0hitehead's vision of God as one actual entity does not necessarily imply problems
concerning consisten q tf onetakes into account certain characteristics which pertain
only to that one special actual entity "God"-characteristics due to which God is
qualitatively different from all other actual entities, without thereby making the
actual entity "God' an exception to the metaphysical scheme (PR 349, 343).

A worldly actual entity begins with a set of data, its actual world, which
must come together into one complex feeling. This process of synthesis or
becoming, this concrescence, concerns itself with the transition from indeter-
minateness to determinateness (PR 45,29, 2I2) or, as \íhitehead once said, from
"incoherence' to "coherence" (PR 25). This process of becoming has temporal
duration. Until the process of synthesis is finished, the actual entity which is
becoming cannot be prehended because it is not yet fully determinate; that is, it
has not yet achieved its satisfaction.

the past is lost. One ordinary actual entity fades away and only some of its data
are passed on to another actual entity. But in God, his past is not losr" (SC\f 9).

VilliamChrixiaa,Anlntrpreutianof\tlhitehead\Meaplrysirs, especially2g4-3}l@enceforth
cited as I'$fM); kwis Ford, "Boethius and Vhitehead on Time and Eternity,' International
Philosophical Quanrly (1968), 3847 (henceforch cfued as B\0); Lewis S. Ford, "Is Process
Theism Compatible with Relativity Theory?" Jounul of Religion 48 (1968), t24-L35;Marjorie
Suchocki, 'The Metaphysical Ground of the \Whircheadian God" (henceforth cited as MG'S7G);
Marjorie Suchocki, TÍte End. of htil: Proce;s Bchatolog in Historical Contact, especially 135-155
(hencefonh cited as EE);Jorge Luis Nobo, "Gd as Essentiallylmmutable,Imperishable, and
Objeaifiable: A Response to Ford" (hencefonh cited as GEf).
roSee the quotations of Lewis Ford in note 16.
rrSee Lewis S. Ford, "The Non-temporality of rUíhitehead's God,".Iz ternational Philosophical

Qrartuly I (1973),347-376, at 370 ftenceforth cited as N:fSfG 320); and, for example,
Lewis S. Ford, 'Contrasting Conceptions of Creation," Ranieat of Meaplrysics 45 (L99I),
89-109, and 'The Divine Activity of the Furure," Procas Studics 11 (1981), 169-779; and
"Contrasting Conceptions of Creation,' Reuieut of Meuplrysics 45 (199t), 89-109.
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Now, according to 
'Whitehead, 

God too is in a process of concrescence.
Flowever, despite what \íhitehead once said of Godl2-the "always in con-
crescence"-this does not mean that God is enveloped in an ordinary process of
concrescence and therefore has not integrated the given data (and then could
nevertheless be prehended). Rather, 

'\tríhitehead 
says God always has .,objecrive

immortality" (PR 3 2) , implying that God is always fully determinate; rhat is, that
God has always integrated all the available data. But God nevertheless is still in
growth or concrescence because new data are continually added. God is, so to
speak, continually done integratinB, but continually there is something new to
integrate-just like "the past" is always the completely determinate set of evenrs
which have passed but grows nonetheless. And just like every occasion which has
passed immediately belongs to the past, without any remporal delay or transi-
tional $ate' so too every pÍNt occasion is immediately integrated in God's
consequent nature.13 So, all God's prehensions always are integrated in God, and
that is precisely why God is "satisfied" and prehensible at every momenr. But
this satisfaction differs from that of worldly entities in that it is not static but
dynamic, as there is constant addition to it.la It must be understood as a'growing satisfaction." Ffence, God's consequent nature can be characterized as
being determinate (cf. PR 32) x well as incomplete (pR 3a5).

The possibility of a growing satisfaction is linked to the fact that the aim of
God's "concrescence" (greatly simplified) can be formulated as "retaining all past
actual entities and integrating them."l5 This means rhar it is possible to think both
that the aim has been attained at wery moment and that the aim changes with the
creative advance of the world. In this manner, \íhitehead's conceptu aluationcan be

thought to hold that God's consequent nature can be prehended b..",rr. it is always
fully determinate, although it is never complete and therefore "always in concres-
cence."ló This "always in concrescence" of God's consequent nature, hence, does not

r2See note 17.
r3See Section C for direct argumentation.
laThis is in contrast to what is expressed in the passage: '[The] 

doctrine, that the final'satisfaction' 
of an actual entity is intolerant of any addition, expresses the fact that every

aclu{ entity-since it is what it is-is finally its own reason foi what it omits" (?R 45i,
which, considering the context, clearly seems to refer to 'actual occasions."
l5See Section C for further argumentation, and Section D for a more comprehensive
treatment of God's aim.
rdl-ewis Ford, too, once attempted such a solution, but arrives at a completely different
conclusion. FIe wrires:

That is not to say, however, that God never attains satisfaction. Satisfaction
means the complete unity and integration of all available prehensions. Now
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mean 'still not concrete," but refers to an ever-growing satisfaction. God as fully
actual is therefore both always becoming as well as always being.

Vhen tUíhitehead uses the term 'concrescence' 
in regard to God, then this

is not concrescence in the usual sense of the word; in other words, not con-
crescence as the transition from indeterminateness to determinateness, but
"concrescence' as continually growing satisfaction. In any case \íhitehead at best
only once speaks of the "concrescence' of God's consequent nature,tz while

God achieves -unity of feeling by conceptual supplementation exclusively, nor
by-physical elimination. Since these supplementary pure conceptual feelings
only acquire.temporality through their integration with physical feelings, no
time elapses between the simple [divine] physical feeling of a particular actual
occasion and its integration within the divine satisfaction. Each occasion
prehended is instantaneously absorbed into this conceptual unity, and thus there
is no time at which God's feelinls are unintegrated. Thus the divine experience
is completely satisfied at all times and in all places. But this divine satisfaction
cannot take place all at once, at a single time, whether momentarily or insran-
taneously. In order to include every temporal occasion as it comes'into being,
the divine satisfaction must be everlasting. (NT\íG 3ZO)

Ford, however, continues as follows: 'Precisely 
because it is everlasdng and never

perishes, it is never completely determinate. Thus God, insofar as he is tempo"ral, is never
completely actud, and hence [never] prehendable. His temporal becoming o.rr., yields to
b.iog" (I{TsrG 37)).rnaccord to the main text this is, in my opinioryn incàrrect conclusion
b_ase-d on a basically correct andysis. Ford's conclusion is baseJ on rhe absence of perishing in
God's case. See the main text, Section C, for why this argumenr is not conclusive.

Ford also has expressed recently the same conclusion: "[O]nly when all subjectivity has
perished in the attainment of objective being can any feeling be prehended. For ffUria
prehension to work, therefore, the conceptual feeling it objectifies musr belong to the
satisfaction. Yet the divine everlasting concrescence never reaches satisfaction in Áe sense
that it attains a final unified being which precludes any further becoming" ("God at'$flork:

lhe \flay God is Effective in a Process Perspective ,n Encounttr 57 Ugg6), íZZ -l+O\.Here roo
the satisfaction of God, if understood in a certain rlanner, is not precluded, but nevenheless
Ford concludes imprehensibiliry, agtin argued through the absence of perishirrg of sub-
jectivity in God's case.
rTThe often quoted'always in concrescence' comes from the following passage:

The non-temporal act of all-inclusive unfettered valuation is at once a cÍearure
of creativity and a condition of creativity. It shares this double character with
all creatures. By reason of its character as a creature, always in concrescence and
never in the past, it receives a reaction from the world; this reaction is its
consequent nature. It is here termed'God'; because the contemplation of our
natures, as enjoying real feelings derived from the timeless source of all order,
acquires that 'subjective 

form' of refreshment and companionship at which
religions aim" (PR 3t-32).
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usually speaking of God's consequent nature in terms of "evolving" ("the 'con-

sequent nature' of God, which evolves in its relationship to the evolving world"

[PR 12) or "growth" ("this operative growth of God's natureD IPR 346). Also
in Johnson's account of his conversations with Vhitehead, \íhitehead says that
God is temporal in the sense that God'grows.ors

C. Discussion and Elaboration
As \íhitehead also applies the term "growth" to worldly macro-organisms (PR
188), i.e., to "societies," the question arises if, and to what extent, he is covertly
presenting a "societal view." This will prove not to be the case. Actually, \íhite-
head's view clashes with the model of an ordinary (worldly) actual entity for the
same reason as it clashes with the view of a "serial society," but it has graver
repercussions for the society-model as will become clear in the following.

Let's stan with the idea of God as an actual entity. A normal actual entity has
phases of concrescence which are not yet completely determinate, namely, all those
phases prior to satisfaction. Now, such phases of indeterminateness or incoherence
are absent in God's case. This has to do with the reversal of polarity in God as
compared to the polarity of the worldly actual entities eR 345). God starts at the
conceptual pole, of which \íhitehead says: "God is primordidly one, namely, he
is the primordial unity of relevance of the many potential forms" (PR 3a9). The
physical prehensions vrhich are added to this primordial nature, do not as yet have
to be brought to unity, but are prehended in terms of God's conceptual unity, and

(note 17 continued)
The 'always in concrescenceo in this passage probably does refer to God's consequent nature
in the text-and that would be the one time that Vhitehead speaks in this fashion of God's
consequent natuÍe, but linguistically speaking it refers to "The non-temporal act of all-
inclusive unfettered valuation [i.e., God's primordial nature]' in this passage. This passage
is somewhat contorted aÍrywly, because the sentence 'By reason ... consequent nature" does
not fit well with either the previous sentence or the one after it.

Also worthy of note is that in the exposition in Process and Realiry 87-88 of God's
threefold nature \íhitehead speaks of concrescence with regard to God's primordial
nature but not with regard to God's consequent nature.
rsln the report of Johnson's conversations with \íhitehead in L936 which have already
been mentioned, Johnson asks !íhitehead: 'You refer to the everlasting nature of God,
which is, in a sense, non-temporal, and in another sense temporal .... In what sense is God
'temporal'?" FIe recounts \íhitehead's opinion in the following manner: 'Vhitehead

replied that by'temporal' he here means '[exhibiting] growth,' not coming to be and
passing ̂ wey. He stated that God grows, and thus in a sense is historical. God is every-
where (in time). God is not historical in the sense of having a definite 'whereness' or
existing as a merely'present' being who fades" (SC\í 7).
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are thereby instantaneously absorbed into that unity: "in the process he [God]
acquires a consequent multiplicity, which the primordial character absorbs into its
own unity" (PR 349).1e The completely determinate final unity which \íhitehead
terms "satisfaction," which is the culmination in a normal concrescence, and which
is reached through phases of indeterminateness of the mutual relations of the
elements which partake in the concrescence (PR25-26,2I7-212)-this completely
determinate unity is not a finishing point for God, but a permanent characteristic
of God. This is why God is always satisfied and therefore prehensible. Flowever,
because physical prehensions are constantly added, this divine satisfaction grows,
rather than remaining constant.

If, on the other hand, we start with the idea of God as a "serial society," leaving
out the phases of indeterminateness in wery link (so that it would become a
continuous chain of satisfaaions only), it might appear that we had arrived at the
same view as above. This is, however, not the case. Despite there being certain points
of agreement-and this is why \íhitehead can in both cases speak of "growh" and
even explicitly remarks upon their similitude as to "endurance"20-there are crucial
differences. First of all, a chain of satisfactions concerns itself, metaphysically
spealring with satisfactions of different subjects, md as we try to place grearter
emphasis on the mutud identity regarding the subjects, we also emphasize the
completeness of the mutual inheritance, and therefore also the priority of physical
prehensions! For God's prehension of a prwious divine satisfaction should also be
conceived as a physical prehension. But, with the priority of the physical pole in
every divine link, the reversal of God's polarity has disappeared, and with it the
plausibility of the non-existence of phases of indeterminateness. In other words, to
start from the idea of God as society and then to leave out all phases of
indeterminateness, is a contradictio in terminis.If one wishes to retain the "societal
view,' one must also retain the non-reversed polariry of God, and therefore also the
existence of phases of indeterminateness in God. Hence the societal view has two
consequences. First, on this view, the conceptual pole would, for God just as for any

teThe same ergumentation can be found in the following quotation from Lewis Ford
which was also used in note 16:

Satisfacdon means the complete unity and integration of all available prehensions.
Now God achieves unity of feeling by conceptual supplementation exclusively,
not by physical elimination. Since these supplementary pure conceptual feelings
only acquire temporality through their integration with physical feelings, no time
elapses between the simple physical feeling of a panicular actual occasion and ir
integration within 1f,6 41n;e satisfactio n. Each occasbnprehotdcdis insununeously
absorbed into this concEtual unity, and. thus thqe is no titne at uhich God\feelings
are unintegratet Q{TtJfG 370, italics added.)

2oSee 
Johnson, SC\7 9, cited in note 8.
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"T""1 
entity' be secondary (and not primordi"l). This in turn implies that the aim

of every divine concrescence must be adapted to the situation it has been given. But
then, where is this aim derived from, no'w that God as primordial valuation is no
lo^nqer in the picture to be available as an answer? Further, the second consequence
of the societal view is this: accordingto that view, God is time and time again iriefly
indeterminate. This implies that God is continually briefly imprehensible. One might
try to escaPe this by conceiving of these periods as infinitely short, but this does not
principally invalidate the fact that they do have duration. The societal view therefore
creates a prehensibility problem while trying to solve one.

But aren't there intrinsic problems with the entitative view as presenred here
(i.e., God as one actual entity with a reversed polarity, due ro which none of its
phases are indeterminate) as well? For instance, (1) how can it be that new data are
continually added to God during God's concrescence, while every orher actual
entity is "closed" during its concrescence? And (2) doesn'r this model of growing
satisfaction signal a return to a persisting substance with variable characteristics?
n1d (l) isn't perishing of subjective immediacy a categorial necessity for God's
efficacy too, in other words, for God's objective immonality?

The answer to these questions, it will turn out, has in each case to do with
the reversed polarity of God.

To (1): In the case of a worldly actual entity, the conceptual pole is not
primordial but consequent. This means, among other things, that its subjective
aim is related to irs actual world. That is why the actual world of an actual enriry
must be "closed," if it is to have a definite aim and if there is to be any
individuality. God's aim, however, is not dependent on God's actual world, but
is primordial. This is why God's subjective unity or individuality does not
require that actual world being closed. So, the addition of new data during God's
concrescence raises no difficulties.

To (2): At first sight \flhitehead's view that God can grov/, that is, change
and still remain the same subject, seems to clash fundamentally with his view of
inner relatedness and thereby to signal a relapse into the "substantivism" \flhite-
head had rejected.2l Here, too, the reversed polarity of God is of crucial impor-
tance, because God's own aim being independent of God's actual world implies
that the concept of God's ability to grow' does not signal a rerurn to sub-
stantivism. To explicate: The unity of a subject is constituted by its subjective
aim. Now, in the case of a normal worldly subject that aim is constituted in
regard to its given actual world, but for God that isnotthe case, as we have seen.
God's aim is derived from God's primordial nature without any ref.erence ro a

2rSee, for example, the complaint of GriÍfin in this direction,
Suchocki, The End. of Eail, Process Studics 18 (1989), 57-62.
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given actual world (PR 345). This cannot mean that God has a definite aim
which has nothing to do with real actual entities, because then there would be
no internal relatedness of God at all. Furthermore, that aim either would not be
acbieued by God (in which case God could not yet be prehended), or ít uould be,
but then there would be nothingto grow. No, "God's aim" must be an indexical,
or a token reflexive term, resembling terms such as "actual world,' "yesterday'
or "here," in other words a term which changes in material meaning as the
standpoint changes. The approach mentioned in Section B of God's aim as
"retaining all past actual entities and integrating them" satisfies this. In this way
it can be understood that God's aim remains formally the same, which
guarantees the unity of the subject, but "shifts" materidly, and this according to
the particular relations in which God is involved. FIowever, this does not mean
that relations are accidental for God. According to \flhitehead's view, God
would not be fully actual without physical prehensions, and hence without the
consequent nature. In other words, despite the particular relations being
accidental the relatedness as such is not, because relatedness is essential, for God
too. So, there is no relapse into substantivism in \íhitehead's conception of God.

To (3): Because God's aim can in a vastly simplified manner be presented as
'retaining all past actual entities and integrating them," we can see, as is indicated
in Section B, that this aim is fulfilled aÍ every moment and that it shifts materially
with the advance of the wodd. According to this view, God's consequent nature
can be prehended, because it is continually fully determinate, even if never
complete and therefore, to be understood in a cenain manner, 'always in concres-
cence." "Always in concrescence and never in the past" should be read as "always
subject, never merely object." God's hcomingand God's fuingasubject, therefore,
have not perished with God's being and God's being a superject But isn't their
perishing a metaphysical necessity, as Ivor Leclerc claimed (which formed an
argument in favor of the societal view for him) and which was also asserted later
by Lewis Ford?22 The answer is: No, \Thitehead has no category in his meta-
physics which requires "perishing" for "objective immonality." But then, what
does \íhitehead do say in this context? After the presentation of his categorial

22See Leclerc, R\JíC t4t-143. Vhile Lewis Ford initially posits, with the aid of the same
passage from Vi[iam Christian (Itf(lM 298), that Vhitehead's categorial scheme doesn't
require perishing for objectification, but only "seÍlsghing determinate" in God (B\í 64- 65),
later he, too, says exactly the opposite (without further explanation): 'Yet a concrescerce
that never perishes cannot be objectified and hence cannot be prehended. How would God
then influence the world temporally?" ("Temporality and Transcendence," Hartshorne,
Procss Philosoplry, and Theologt, edited by Roben Kane and Steven PhilliFs, Albany, NY:
State University of New York Press [1989],l5L-L67, at 155). He says somslhing similar in
the quotations given in note 16.

in his review of Marjorie
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scheme, and before he begins the discussion which leads up ro, or is explan ̂ tory
of, the- categories of that scheme, he states as one of Ëir preliminary nores:'Actuality in perishing acquires objectivity [i.e., objective immonality], while it
loses subjective immediacy" eR 29). He also says, "in the organi. phiíorophy *
actual enriry has 'perished' 

when it is complete" @R gl-gi;.f. 
-ss;. 

The ánly
r_eference to perishing within his categoreal scheme is (although with'the use of a
different terminology): "Thus'becoming'is thetransformation of irr.oherence into
coher- ence, and in each panicular instance ceases atith this attainmml" (Category
of Explanation xxii [PR25], italics added). This last senrence cannor, however, i.f.,
to God, because as was explained above, the sense in which one can speak of
"becoming' in God's case is not that of 'becoming" 

as a transformation from
incoherence to coherence.23 So the only two p.rr"g., that remain to be a'alyzed
are those of. Process and Reality 29 and 8 L-82. The quotation from process and
Reality 29 can be represented by two propositions in ihe following manner:

[1] "I! perishing then objective immortality" (for short: p - ái), 
"rrd[2]"If perishing then loss of subjective imme diacy" (p - isi).

The quotation from Process and Reality 8L-82 can be ,.pi.r.rrr.d as follows:
[3] "If the actual entity is complete rhen perishing" (. - p).

Now, by modus tollens, it is correct to derive from 721, "tfiir.t. is no loss of
subjective immediac/, then there is no perishing (lsi - -p).

But it ís not correct to derive from [1]: "If there is no perishing then there
isno objective immonality." For (-p - -ot) c nnotbe derived from tf] n the case
of negation the direction of the implication is, after all, reversed.

In accordance with the propositions r$flhitehead gives, the retention of subjective
immediacy does not imply the impossibility of objective immortality!Vhat then is
the reason for the misunderstanding? 

'\tríell, 
in the case of a *orldly actual enrity

satisfaction implies determinateness as well as complereness. Thereiore, for those
entities, satisfaction implies on account of the determinateness the beginning of
objective immonality, and also, on account of the completeness rhe p.rirtri"l of
subjective immediary (from 3) PR292-293).2a Bur God's satisfaaion is, for the abáve
mentioned reasons, the only one that does not combine determinateness with

23\íilliam Christian, however, does consider this passage in his deliberations, because he does
not account for the fact that the becoming being discussed (and therefore also the ceasing of
that becoming) cannot be applied to God (to the .ootr"ry, he says explicitly: "Tius'becoming' 

applies to God and to actual occasions'). He gives rwo alternative iot.rpr.t"tioor,
both of which would be consistent with ttríhitehead's óonception of God, thouih I as yei
find un- convincing (tWM 298).
znThis text reads: 'But with the amainment of the 'satisfaction,' 

the immediary of final causa-
tion is lost, and the [acrual] occasion passes into its objecrive immonaliry, in ,rirrue of which
efficient causation is constituted.'Note that this remark is about occasions, so not about God.
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completeness, but with incompleteness, which is why-categorially correct-it is

only in this case that the implication of "perishing" is not applicable.

In conclusion, none of the objections which have been made here can be raised

agains the entitative view of God, as long as this is understood as the view that God

has a reversed polar structure due to which no phase is indeterminate. This view

clarifies the fact that God, also with regard to the consequent nature, is continually

prehensible and so can be continually efficacious (this, quite unexpectedly, in

contradisrinction to the societal view), even if God's consequent satisfaction is never

complete and hence God's subjective immediacy neverperishes. The whole argument

hinges on 
'Whitehead's 

perspective of God as actual entity having a primordial

conceptud pole, by which the acual entity "God"-within the confines of the

proposed metaphysicd model-differs to such an extent from other actual entities

that concrescence is possible for God without phases of indeterminateness, and

satisfaction is possible without (temporal) completeness.
This unique aspec of God's nature also implies that the two forms of

process mentioned by \(lhitehead do not apply to God. The process in God can-

not be conceived of as a process betu.teen occasions (which is a transition or

"external supersession"), nor can it be conceived of as that type of process which

occurs aithinanoccasionas an "internal supersession" of phases of indeterminate-

ness finishing in a final satisfaction ('concrescence" in the usual sense of the

word). So, God's process does not fit in the usual model of change, nor in the

usual model of becoming." \flhitehead preferably considers the process in God

in terrns of growth, which, to be sure, may be viewed as a form of internal super-

session, that is, as a succession in which the previous phases are retained without

loss, however in this special case as a succession of satisfaction-phases. So there

is, albeit in a manner which easily leads to misunderstandings, also in'!íhitehead

some sort of "immutability" of God, because change pertains to a nexus (e.g., a

society), and God remains one actual entity. But this is an "immutability" which

does not exclude temporal growth.

D. God's Airn
In the above discussion, God's own subjective aim has been mentioned several

rimes, and I have mentioned its special nature, which is the result of God's

conceptual pole being primordial. It is well to pay a little more attention to the

special nature of God's aim now.
In Section C, God's aim has been presented in simplified fashion several times

as "retaining all past occasions and integrating them." Actually this is a simplified

represenration of only half of God's aim, namely, that half which corresPonds to

25See for those two forms of process, PR 214.
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the concrescence of God's consequent nature. Besides that, however, rVhitehead
also calls God's primordial nature a concrescence (which should be taken to be a
concrescence without indeterminate phases as well), and with regard to this
primordial concrescence \íhitehead speaks of a divine aim too (pR g7-gs).

Of this aim of the primordial concrescence, \$íhitehead says: "The concres-
cence [of the primordial nature of God] is directed by the subjective aim, that the
subiectirte forms of lbe feelings [i.e., God\ conceptual feetings] shall be such as to
constitute tbe eternal objects into releaant lures offieling s*nàily appropriatefor all
realizable basic conditions" (PR 88, italics added); .trd .lr.*Ít.i., "thr* God's
PurPose in the creative advance is the evocarion of intensities" @R 105). The aim
of God's primordial concrescence therefore has a strongly'superjectí." 

"rpe.t(see below).
About the subjective aim of God's consequent narure \fhitehead says: 'His

primordial nature directs such perspectives of objectification [in his consequenr
nature] that each nozsel actuality in the temporal uorld contributes such eleme,ts as it
can to a realization ir,t Godfreefrom inhibitions of intensity b redson of discordance"
(PR 88, italics added). And in the final chapter Vhitehead says of it, iTh. wisdom
of subjective aim prehends every actuality for what it can be in such a perfected
system ... woven by rightness of feeling into the harmony of the universal feeling,
which is always immediate, always maol, dways one, alwayswith novel 

"drr*.I,moving onward and never perishing" (pR 346).ró And several lines funher:
Tfe image-and.it is but an image-the image under which this operative growth
of God's nature is best conceived, is that of a tender care that oorli-g be loït. The
consequent nature of God is his judgment on the world. He saves the world as it
Passes into the immediacy of his own life. It is the judgment of a tenderness which
loses nothi''g that can be saved. It is also the judgmànt of. a,vrisdom which uses
what in the temporal world is mere wreckage. grí f+e;,

26I have presented this "universal feeling' in the above as 'growing 
satisfaction."

2TNoteworthy is that different authors seem only to spealc of the aim of God's primordial
concrescence, that is to say of God's eim qua its superjective aspect, when tháy consider
God's aim. See, for example, Christian ("God aims nor 

"t 
rorn. fioire objective but at the

realization of_all possibilities whatever'[IWM 2971); Ford ("Vhiteheadis Conception of
Divine sp.atiality, soutbenrl,ournal of Philosoptry 6 [1968], 10, and B\í 66); and NoËo (GEI
179). Suchocki does remark upon the duality of God's aim ('the .iÁ in its direction
toward the world, and ... a rerurn movemenr, from the worlà to God'IMG\7G 243-
244)), but she considers the aim of God's consequent concrescence as nothing but
superjective: "This double movement of process, with its essential unity, provides rhe
relevance of primordial srvisagement forthe world's individual occ"rioosJ ltttCVC Z++;,
more on this in Section E.
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It is useful to pause here in order to consider the general structure of a
subjective aim as \íhitehead expounds it in his Categoreal Scheme. There he says
concerning the subjective aim of a concrescence: "The subjective aim, whereby
there is origination of conceptual feeling, is at intensity of feeling (a) in the
immediate subject, urd (tl in the relevant future" (Cat. Obl. viii, PR 27). That
'relevant future"'$íhiteheadfunher explains: "The relevant future consists of those
elements in the anticipated future which are felt with effective intensity by the
present subject by reason of the potentiality f.or them to be derived from itself'
(PR 24. The a-aspect and thel-aspect can therefore, respectively, be indicated as
the'immediate' and the'superjective" aspects.

The actual entity "God" seeks, like every actud entity, in accordance with this
Categoreal Obligation, the ma:rimum intensity of experience for itself and also for
the future on which it anticipates its superjective influence. But in contrast to
normal actual entities, God has taro vrdys to do this. One way is to integrate all
available elements as best as possible (for Godself and for the relevant future) by
means of God's evedasting concrescence (with "as best as possible" meaning "with
as great an intensity of. experience as possible"). This way is in correspondence to
the two aspects u andf of.the subjective aim of worldly entities mentioned above.
But the additional way available for God is antecedently persuadingthose elements
themselves to become as intensive as possible. This extra primordial way is open
only to God. For God is the only actual entity that has prior influence on the
elements it thereafter integrates in itself. This is why the depth of satisfaction of
worldly entities which God seeks through the primordial valuation, may be
viewed as an intermediate stage towards the fulfilment of God's own being: "FIis
aim for it [i.e., an immediate occasion] is depth of satisfaction as an intermediate
step towards the fulfilment of his own being" (PR 105). Because Vhitehead,
however, does not stop the creative advance at God's consequent nature, but
extends it to the superjective aspect of this "specific satisfaction,' this "fulfilment

of God's own being" also happens to some extent for the relevant future. So God
aims, according to \íhitehead and in complete accord with his categoreal scheme,
at a maximum intensity of experience for the world, md this in order to be able
to derive from it a mu<imum intensity of experience for "himself," and this again
thereby to contribute to the intensity of experience of the world. F{ere we see a
clear example of the rhythmicity which can be said to be a characteristic of \flhite-
head's philosophy.

E. Discussion of Tbree Related Proposals
Earlier I mentioned three renowned'Whiteheadian scholars who are explicitly in
favour of the entitative view and consider it not to imply a problem regarding
God's prehensibility. It is because of the general relevance of this problem for
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\Thiteheadian theology that it is important to compare the above discussed pro-
posal with its proposed interpretations.

For chronological reasons a natural starting point would be to compare my
proposed inteqpretation with the intelpretation of \flilliam Christian, published in
1959:28 My inteqpretation shows great simil aÁty to Christian's, despite having been
developed independently of his. The latter can be seen in the difference between his
line of argumentation and mine. As to the resemblance, this comes out manifestly
on three points: (a) that God has, according to Christian, a "continuous thougir
ghangrngsatisfaction," which is comparableto my "growingsatisfacrion" IWM+Of ;
(b) that God does not lose his subjective immediaqr, andthat such aperishing is not
categorially obliged; and (c) that the finality of God should be seen x telos and not
as md. (I\tríM 294-30L).All these are points with which I can agree whole heartedly.
This applies less to his argumentation. His line of argumentarion hinges strongly on
God's everlastingness.In my opinion, however, the line of argumentation rho"id b.
the other way around. To repeat briefly: because of God's aim (due to the reversal
oÍ pole$ being independent of any concrete actual world and so being formally
character'uable (in greatly simplified form) as "reraining and integrating all past
occasions," this aim "shifts" with the advance of the world; that is why God's process
is everlasting. That is why also that the addition of new physical prehensiomduring
the process does not form a problem. That is why also that God's aim formally
speaking is continually attained (God can be called "determinate"), while materially
speaking its extension increases without end ftence the 'incomplete") 

. Because of this
incompleteness God's subjective immediacy does not end, despite God's always
having a specific satisfaction, md that is why there is, only in God's case, no
perishing. \$íith respect to all these points my argumentarion resrs on the reversal of
poles in God (by which an aim is possible for God which is formally independent
of any concrete acual world), while Christian does not use God's ,.lr.rr.d polar
structure but uses God's evedastingness as his main aÍgumenr. But then this divine
werlastingness cannot be easily accounted for.2e So, my interpretation in particular
adds something to Christian's by way of the grounding of argumenration.

28The useful and much appreciated An Interpreation of V(4titebead\ Metaplrysics (MM).
2eThough it is also the case that Cbristian says that God is everlasting due to the fundamental
difference between God and worldly occasions with regard to polarity ('From this
fundamental difference between God and aaual occasions ...ti]t follows aiso'that God is
everlasting'), this point is very weakly argued. The only reason he gives is: "He [God] does
not perish, as all other actual entities do. For primordial means 'not before all creation, but
aith a.ll' creation' (PR 521)" G\trfM 288). However, the passage Christian quores refers, in
\íhitehead's text, explicitly to God's primordial nature, which according to \íhitehead is
precisely not "everlasting' bur 'erernal" in the sense of atemporal (PR 345).
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The second author I wish to consider isJorge Luis Nobo. In the collection of
articles based on lectures in honor of Hartshorne's ninetieth birthday, Nobo
unfolds, in reaction to Lewis Ford, how in his opinion God is essentially
immutable, imperishable and objectifiable.so In doing this he agrees with Ford's
criticism that Hartshorne's societal view of God does not offer an adequate \$íhite-

headian solution to the problem of God's objectifiability or prehensibility, but in
contrast to Ford he is of the opinion that such a \íhiteheadian solution is possible,
and that it is even reasonably simple. In order to show this, Nobo (conceiving God
as one actual entity) uses the model of internal supersession as a starting point. To
be precise, he uses the normal form of internal supersession, that is, supersession
as the succession of phases within the process of concrescence in which the
individual "is becoming more definite, but is not changing," and in which a
previous phase does not perish for the sake of the following, but is absorbed into
it without loss or alteration.

On the basis of this model, God's immutability and everlastingness can easily
be conceived, but how does Nobo account for God's prehensibility, that is, for
God's being a superject? \íell, according to Nobo, it is sufficient for any actual
entity to be "any complete synthesis of all the existential data available for the
creative activity of an experiencing subject" in order to be a superject (GEI 178).
Therefore, every time God has synthesized the data which are available at the
beginning of that stage of divine development, God is prehensible. The difference
with my proposal is subtle, yet profound. Nobo makes very clear that he thinks
that God recurrently has a stage of still being occupied with integrating the data
which were available at the beginning of that stage.il Apparently that process has
a certain duration according to Nobo, and it can be seen, like in a normal process

3o]rtrobo, GEI.
3rAs is evinced by the following quotations from Nobo: 'Moreover, each completed stage
in the supersessional development of God's consequent nature is causally objectifiable
because it constitutes a complete physical synthesis produced by the consequent creative
activity out of all the attained actualitiesalready ineistencerelatiaeto the beginningof that
sage of the divine development (PR 523-524)"; its continuation: 'In this account, the
primordial nature rnd each already completed stage of the consequent nature represent each
a specific, or relative, satisfaction of the divine concrescence. They represent God as fully
made, or fully determinate, in respect to any set of determinate existents objectively
available for his experience -u'ry set, that is, other than the set he is cunmtly prehmding into
thefullnes of his experience," ar.d: "Given the proposed definition of "superject,' however,
the everlastingness of God's subjectivity is no impediment to the superjective functioning
of those aspects of God in which he constitutes the complete synthesis of all available
determinate beings-ex ceptingtbose determinate beings cunmtly rynthesized into tbefullness
of God\ next specific satisfaction" (GEI179, italics added).
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of concrescence, as the transition from indeterminateness to determinateness. As
soon as determinateness is achieved, another new process of integration starts with
respect to the available data which have arrived in the meantime, because although
at that moment all the data which were available have been rynthesized, in God's
case, in contrast to a normal actual entity, the subjective aim has not thereby been
fully actuaJïzed.

Nobo, too, argues that God's process continues despite achieving satisfaction.'$flhere 
I say: God's aim (that of God's consequent nature) is achieved, and remains

open, because it is an aim which continually "shifts" (and can be such because
God's aim is formally independent of any actual world whatsoever, but materially
consequent on the evolving world), Nobo says: the aim of God's primordial nature
is never achieved, but the data available at the beginning of every stage are syn-
thesized every time, and this is sufficient for prehensibility-not the same
argumentation, as can be seen, but a closely related one, indeed. Yet Nobo's inter-
pretation differs from my interpretation on two crucial points. First of all, no
account is taken of the fact that God as an actual entity has a reversed polar
stnrcture and thereby does not have any phases of indeterminateness, while it is
exactly because of that reversal of poles that God's aim "shifts" and hence is
infinite. Funhermore, Nobo is forced by the stages of indeterminateness to view
the development of God's consequent nature as a succession of recurrent new
becomings of determination, instead of as a continuous succession of specific
satisfactions (a growing satisfaction) as in my view. Precisely these two points of
difference cause his model to have more characteristics of the societal view than he
realizes and wants, md with that his model shares in the aforementioned short-
comings of that view.32

Somebody who-in marked contrast to Christian as well as Nobo-does argue
explicitly for God's prehensibility on the basis of the reversal of God's poles is
Marjorie Hewitt Suchocki. She refers to it steadily in severd publications.I Yet, and
this is at first sight suqprising her view differs from the intelpretation proposed by
me. Since Godstans at the conceptual pole, andthis conceptual pole is complete and
therefore satisfied (according to'\tríhitehead), Suchocki claims that God starts where
other entities end-at satisfaction-and that in God's case this satisfaction follows
what in other acual entities precedes-the concrescence (EE 139-140). So, she does
not have the model of a growing divine satisfaction which "changes" in respect to its
content, but she has the model of an unchanging primordial satisfaction followed by

32See Section C.
33Suchocki, MGIíG, EE, and 'Evil, Eschatology, and God: Response to David Griffin,"
Process Studies 18 (1989), 63-69 (henceforth cited as EEG); and Suchocki and Lewis S.
Ford, "A'Whiteheadian Reflection on Subjective Immort aIíty" ftenceforth cited as IUIR).
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the concrescence of God's consequent nature:34 "Thus the satisfaction of God lies in
this conceptual atemporality; it is primordial, underlying and pervading the reality
of God. This being the case, rhe concrescence of God cannot move toward setïs-
faction; it can only movefrom satisfaction" (EE 139).

\fhere in my interpretation there is a constant and growing satisfaction on
God's paft, there is in her view a movement of God in the direction of multi-
plicity (despite her trying to retain the unity of God nevertheless): "If an entity
originates in a reversal of poles, then it must move from one to many in an
increasingly complex unity"(Mc\flG 246).In my opinion the phrase "to many
in an increasingly complex unity" is somewhat paradoxical. This is less so in an
earlier and a bit lengthier passage, in which she seems to picture the process in
God as threefold (one-many-one): the "reverse entity [God] would move not
from multiplicity toward a simplified though complex unity, as do the occasions,
but from a complex unity toward an ever greater multiplicity. This concrescent
multiplicity, in conformity with the essential unity of an actual entity, would be
absorbed into the primordial unity" (MG\[/G 241). But here too her choice of
words remains somewhat ambiguous, and difficult to combine with the "move

fro* satisfaction" cited above. This ambiguity has to do with the fact that for
Suchocki the third phase in the "one-many-one"-if it is named at all-does not
mean a new unity; in other words, it does not refer to an altered satisfaction. For
she claims explicitly that God's satisfaction cannot alter or grow, implying that
there is no difference of extension between God's primordial satisfaction and
God's total or consequent satisfaction. Her argument for this is that since the
primordial satisfaction already contains all possibilities, there simply are no new
possibilities which could alter the satisfaction (MG\IG 243;EE l4l,L42).I will
discuss this view shortly. But first we must consider what purpose God's conse-
qent nature serves according to Suchoclci. Isn't it superfluous?

For Suchocki, God's consequent concrescence, i.e., God's concrescence on the
basis of God's physical prehensions, serves for expressing, manifesting, realízíng,
or making concrete that primordial satisfaction: "The integratingprocess whereby

God interweaves the prehended world with his primordial satisfaction is the
concïeti?ztion of this satisfuction, the brilliantly moving experience of its reality"
(MG\íG 244-245,italics added).35In contrast to worldly actual entities God's own
subjective aim, in Suchocki's opinion, does not precede God's satisfaction, but

3asuchocki, thercíorc, .rlso speaks only of the 'primordial satisfaction." Only once, as far
I know, docs shc ust' rhc lcrm "consequent satisfaction," arld it is probably not a coin-

cidence that this is in rn .rrticle she co-authored (tilíR tt).

3sFor examplcs,,í .rlrcr tcxts which contain the terms expression, manifestation,
real izat ion, rrrt l  <.,rr,  rct iz.t t iott ,  scc Suchocki, MG\íG 245,246; EE 139, 140; EEG 65.
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follows on it: "this satisfaction is translated into subjective aim" (MGV/G 244).
\Uíhere \$íhitehead saysin Categoreal Obligation viii, "Íhe zubjective aim, whereby
there is origination of conceptual feeling, is at intensity of feeling (a) in the
immediate subject, uud ([, in the relevant future" (pR 24, it appears to be
Suchocld's reasoning that in God's case, since satisfaction is ireadytirr.rr, the a-
asPect is no longer applicable, md therefore only the/?-aspecr remains. Thus she
describes God's subjective aim as a "superjective aim" (MG\(/G 244).Inthis view

9"d': consequent nature does not contribute something to God, for God is
already primordially satisfied, but makes the superjectivííy of Godis primordial
satisfaction possible. Therefore, God's .onr.q.r.rt concrescence is directed solely
towards that "superjective aim." In other words, Suchocki's reasoning goes as
follows: if God's primordial nature is to be effective for an actual sit,-rattrr, the'
a detection of that actual situation is necessary as well as a connection between
God's conceptud valuation and that panicular situation. Suchocki views God's
consequent nature as God's prehensions of the actual world and the connections
of these prehensions with God's primordial conceptual feelings, such that the
relevance of those conceptual feelings for that .orr...t. situation can become
manifest. In this manner, God's primordial satisfaction can achieve a concrere
determination for that situation, and this is a different determination for every
situation: *God's satisfaction is primordially definite; in his process of con-
crescence' that definrteness simply manifests itself as a continuously moving
determinateness" $4Gt$rG 246). So in her opinion, God's .otr.q,r.rrt nature
changes the efficacy of the immutable (primordial or 

"t.-por"li 
satisfaction

towards the world, or better yet, makes it manifest and possible-. As fias been said,
God's aim is at this efÍica9v or superjectivity, and foi this the everlasting con:
sequent concrescence which is guided by that aim is needed.

Let us, in order to come to an evaluation of this original and intriguing
i-nterp19t1tion, put the differences between her view and \íÉitehead's itt rhárp.i
focus (differences which do not arise in my interpreration), keeping in mind, to
be sure, that differences as such are not necessarily for the worse. 

-

For Suchocki, God's consequent nature seryes only the superjectivity of God's
primordial satisfaction. Flowever, within \íhitehead's concepruality theparticipa-
tion of God's consequent nature is not needed simply for God's primordial nature
to be efficacious. In this manner, Suchocki gives God's consequenr narure a role as
medium, a role which the consequent nature of God does not have in Vhitehead.s6
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That God "begins" with a purely conceptual satisfaction is in accord with
\íhitehead; however, that this satisfaction is such that no supplement to it is
possible, differs from \íhitehead's view. As has been said, Suchocki consistently
speaks of "the primordial satisfaction' while \flhitehead also refers to God's
"specific satisfaction" (PR 88), and he also speaks of the contribution of every new
temporal actuality to a realïzation in God (PR 88, 345). According to Suchocki, a
supplement to God's primordial satisfaction would be impossible because that
satisfaction already contains all possibilities.3T lt is indeed the case that all eternal
objects are envisaged in God's primordial nature according to \ilíhitehead and, by
this, that all pure potentials are accounted for. Ffowever, this does not imply that
there already are propositions, i.e., impure potentials, contained within it, accor-
ding to \íhitehead. These impure potentials are emergent (PR 188, 259). This
makes supplementation to the primordial nature logically possible, and hence a
specific consequent satisfaction is possible (cf. PR 88).

\íhitehead introduces God's consequent nature for a number of reasons, one
of them being that this integration of God's conceptual feelings with physical
feelings makes propositions and consciousness as subjective form possible, and
this makes it conceivable that God possesses consciousness. In other words,
'\ilThitehead 

expressly conceptualizes an integration of God's physical feelings and
God's conceptual feelings from which an intrinsic enrichment compared with
God's primordial satisfaction ensues.38

Another point of difference is that Suchocki leaves it almost out of consider-
ation that \íhitehead views the aims which God offers to the worldly occasions
as directed towards the depth of intensity of. those occasions "as an intermediate

Lewis S. Ford, 'rVhen Did tillhitehead Conceive God to be Personil?" Anglican Theological
Reuieut 72 Í19901, 280-29L, ar 289-29L Cobb denies the first argument but accepts the
second (Chi-T 155-L56,184). I deviate from the standard opinion, and in my dissertation I
defend not only the possibility but also the desirability of rilflhitehead's implicit conception
that a (not completely) specific initial aim can be envisaged and can be provided by God's
primordial tranre without the help of God's consequent nature EV"D.
3TSuchocki explicitly says: 'In this case the satisfaction of God can be a component of his
concrescent nature without requiring any deviation from the satisfaction or consequetrt
change in its essential character. There si*pb íte no neu posibilities which could alter tlte
satisfaction" (l\dG\íG 243, italics added; reiterated ínEE M2).
3stVhitehead explicitly speaks of God's consequert nature as a process of completion:
'God is to be conceived as originated by conceptual experience with his process of
completion motivated by consequent, physical experience, initially derived from the
temporal world" (PR 3a5); and in the same vein: 'In this way God is completed by the
individual, fluent satisfactions of finite fact ...' (PR 347).

36Many process thinkers attribute this intermediary role to God's consequent narure, because
otherwise, in their opinion, no envisagement andlor no provision of specific initial aims
wguld be_ possible (e.g., Christian, rWM 306-308; John Lansing, *The .Narures' 

o{
Ilhitehead'sGod,'ProcasStudics3lLgT3),143-152,at147-148;Sucho-cki,MG:yaG243-245;
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steP towards the fulfilment of his own being" (PR 105). So in contrast to \Whitehead,
suchocki views the aim of God's concrescence merely as superjective.3e

And last but not least, Suchocki expressly $ates that God's consequenr narure
is not prehended, while'$Thitehead not only claims in the last page of Process and
Reality that "the perfected actuality passes back into the temporal world, md
qualifies this world so that each temporal actuality includes it as an immediate fact
of relevant experience" (PR 351), but also speaks in more exac language of "[t]he
objective immonality of his [God's] consequenr narure' eR 32).

Flere it is useful to interrupt the exposition for a momenr, in order to point
out that there are many passages in Suchocki which suggest far less of a difference
between her interpretation and mine (the latter being closer to 

'\ilíhitehead's 
view,

if only in wording). So the question arises: Is the difference truly thar great, or
is it a question of phrasing and emphasis?

Is, for example, aprimordial satisfaction which manifests itself concretely in
different contexts as a *movingdeterminateness' (MG\íG 246) somethingother
than God's absorbing physical prehensions in God's primordial unity? I place
more emphasis on God's growth, and Suchocki emphasizes the primordial
completeness which always manifests itself differently. Yet she too says: 'God's

satisfaction is a dynamic enjoyment of ever deepening intensity, always com-
plete, and always in the process of completiono FE L47).In other words, she too
mentions fulfilment of God's own being, albeit not as an ÍNpecr of God's aim.
And where she speaks of a moving determinateness in differenr contexrs (cf.
MGIíG 246), this may be more than would appear at first sight like the emer-
gent propositions I mentioned above.

And, though reluctantly, Suchocki too speaks of acontribution of an occasion
to God:

The occasion's value to God camot consist only in its togetherness of eternal
objects, important though this is. Such togetherness has been known and valued
by God eternally in the primordial vision. Rather, the peculiar contribution of rhe
occasion is its vividness of actual embodiment of just those possibilities which it
selects to the exclusion of all others. Its intensity of attainment is its valuation in
the immediacy of itself. This alone can be the contribution of the occasion to God,
but this is everything. @E 93)

Despite her explicit position that there are no new possibilities which can alter
God'ssatisfaction (MG\íG 243;EE 142), shesays:'Thequdityof God'ssatisfacrion
does not change since it is always harmony, always adventure, zÊ$., and peace. But
the cornponents ofthis satisfactionare continuously inc:reasing,andeachadditionto the
pdttet'n qualifies the superjectivrty of the satisfaction relative to the becoming world"
(EE 145, itdics added). Also, earlier in the same book, she says: "The unity of God
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is the integration of the primordial and consequent natures in what we will suggest
is a continually dynamic satisfaction"FE S4). These and other quotes resemble my
interpretation more closely than was suggested above.

Yet it still appears to me that Suchocki does not ref.er to a "continuous though
changing satisfaction" (Christian) or to a "growing satisfaction" as is contended in
this anicle. The following quote may serve as an indication:

God 'begins'with a definiteness which is constantly moving. The pattern of
definiteness by its very nature is kaleidoscopic, manifesting one bright beauty
following another, in ever self-surpassing intensity. The constancy is that the
pattern always manifests the harmony of adventure, zest, peace, truth, and beauty;
bw utbat is manifesting the qualities, and how, is consequenr upon God's
prehension of the world. The dcf.nitme-ss, however, depends upon the pintordial
satisfactionndis mediatedthroughthe mutualityof subjective formbywhichGod
feels every prehended occasion in light of all others and in light of the primordial
vision.' @E 147, italics in the latter sentence added)

Suchocki seems to consider (here) God's consequent nature merely as an
intermediary Íor the efficacy of God's primordial nature. This is in line with her
explicit contention that God's consequent nature is not, itself, prehended (ufR
9) and with the fact that she bases the prehensibility of God purely on God's
primordial satisfaction.ao

So, despite there being texts of Suchocki in which God's third phase (the last
*one' of the onemany-one) resembles a growingsatisfaction, it appears to me that
her interpretation contains a fundamentally different suggestion; namely, that there
is no intrinsic enrichment of God on the basis of prehensions of the world, and
that these prehensions above all play a mediating role for God's unchanging con-
ceptual satisfaction. Ffowever, the fact that Suchocki's opinion is not fully lucid
with regard to this point encumbers its assessment.{l Yet a number of evaluative
remarks can be made.

First of all, the ambiguity noted has to do with the fact that Suchocki does
not make it fully clear what God's final unity is other than God's initial unity
(and to which degree it is a unityn]. In one way or another, the fact that Suc-
hocki sees concrescence chiefly as a synthesis of eternal objects has a pan in this

ao"[T]he definiteness that is required for the world's prehension of God is provided by the
primordial satisfaction" (EEG 65).
atThis ambiguity is also revealed by the following remark: "In my words, they [i.e, God's
physical feelings woven into the harmony] bring the primordial vision to expression,'
which she continues without further explanation: "These feelings are then hardly
accidental to God, but are in Íact such that without them, God could not exist" (EEG 65).
a2ln Suchocki's view, God's final unity is evidently rot a unity to such a degree that it
provides a basis for the prehensibility of the consequent nature. See quote in note 40.3eSee what has been mentioned earlier in Section D and note 27.
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(see, for example, MG\íG 242).If it would be the case that a concrescence is
merely the synthesis of eternal objects, then actual occasions, naturally, have
nothing to offer to God. Then it even becomes wholly unclear what the world
would be for. Even though Suchocki makes an attempt to see the contribution
of an actual entitity as more than the "togetherness of eternal objects" (EE 93),
she gives little weight, it seems to me, to the affirmation repeatedly made by
\Thitehead "that the process, or the concrescence, of any one actual entity
involves the other actual mtities among its components' (PR 7, italics added).

Secondly, according to Suchocki, God's consequent nature plays a necessary
role in every offer of an initial aim by God (which, by the way, accords with the
standard interpretation). I think, however, that this has undesirable consequences
for the problem of theodicy. For, if God would give the initial aim on the basis
of concrete detailed knowledge of the actual situation, knowledge the new
occasion does not have by itself in such completeness, then it would be possible
that "captains piloting vessels like the Titanic would be warned when icebergs
invaded sealanes."43 And God would be responsible for the absence of such a

arDonald Sherburne, "Decentering Vhitehead," Process Studies 15 (1986), 83-94, at 89.
Only John Cobb has recently paid attention to this problem of theodicy connected
(although in his view not necessarily so) with the provision of the initial aim by God's
primordial and consequent natures together (Cobb, 'sherburne on Providence," Process
S tudics 23 U99 41, 25-29).
aaAs this is outside the scope of this article, the following very short exposition will have
to suffice. In \íhitehead's conceptuality this problem of theodicy seems to be avoided by
the fact that it is God's primordial nature only that provides the initial aim. This implies
that the 'basic conditions" for which the initial aim indicates the best possibility of
synthesis are themselves involved only as imagined, and so with "abruptness'and not with
the complete concreteness of their real essences (SMV I70-I7l).Therefore, the initial aim
hasn't such a situational specificity as to raise the problem of theodicy. Moreover, the
initial aim indicates the possibility of synthesis which gives a maximum intensity of
experience for the immediate subject itself (andits anticipated future), and not the best for
some "whole.'

But isn't the problem still at play in (the interpretation proposed here of) Whitehead
through the efficacy of God's consequent nature, which appears to be implied by the
prehensibility of God's consequent nature? For two reasons I don't think that this is the
case. First, even though God's consequent nature is such as to be prehensible (that is what
this article is about), the nature of by far the most worldly occasions is such that their
prehension of God;s coosequent nature is negligible, because they miss the complexity
required for that. Moreover, even with respect to those highly complex organisms (like
human beings) which cen, now and again, catch a glimpse of God's consequent nature, the
problem of theodicy doesn't return. For, even if we suppose that the prehension of God's
consequent nature also includes an aspect of "paranormal' transmission of information
(which I hold w^s not the idea \íhitehead had in mind, however), would God then be to
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warning. So we would be back to the problem of God's responsibility for evil,
which \íhitehead wanted to avoid.aa

Besides this, the preservation of the world in God can hardly be conceived
within the scope of Suchocki's interpretation,4s and she explicitly bars any pos-
sibility that such a preserred wodd could influence worldly entities: "I experience
God only in terms of his primordial satisfaction, not in terms of his consequenr
experience, and hence not in terms of my past self as conscious in God' (WR 9).
Ap"tt from the aspect of consciousness, this sentence seems to me to contradict the
difficult final paragraph of Process and. Realirl (PR 351). Surely, in principle there
is nothing wrong with a modification of \íhitehead if it can be viewed as in
improvement, but I see no reason to evaluate this as such, because rilThitehead's

own (implicit) conception seems to me very rich in possibilities when ir comes to
the interpretation of theological issues like'conscience" and "grace ,n f.or example.a6

blame when this information is not received? I don't think so, because it would be a
shortcoming on the pdrt of the receiaer rather than on the side of God, whereas God would
indeed be to blame if the information were to play a role in God's selection of the initial
aim, like the standard interpretation has it.
asThis observation, of course, appears to be incongruous with her exposition with regard
to the'subjective immortality" of the entities which have been received in God's con-
sequent nature. Cf. Ford and Suchocki, \|fR.

a6To elucidate: \íhitehead's concept of God's consequent nature as preserved and rrans-
formed \íorld makes it conceivable that a human being by prehending that consequenr
nature-when it happens-"sees" his or her own previous history, unified and rrans-
formed after God's wisdom (PR 342, 351). This implies a number of things. First of all
that in this way the experience of one's own personal identity can be accounted for more
completely (PR 107, note 17). But also, that prehending God's consequenr narure con-
ceptually resembles looking in a mirror, only a mirror in which you see yourself ar your
best (cf. Religion in the Making\g26). New York: Fordham University Press [1996], 155),
and by which you are allured to become in fact as beautiful as you see yourself there.
Theologically, the concept of "conscience'suggests itself here, though \íhitehead doesn'r
explicitly mention this. He does speak of inner judge' (who can take the shape of
"goddess of mischief" and of 'redeemer') 

eR 351). Iíhitehead emphasizes in this conrexr
in Process and Reality also the espect of love: it is, as it were, seeing yourself back through
the eyes of someone who loves you, and with that a knowing yourself accepted. This
makes theological notions, not only of conscience and judgment, but also for example of
ugrece'or "forgiveness which sem free' conceivable in terms of ïfhitehead's philosophy.
aTHerewe can mention some of the things \íhitehead brings up in his rrearmenr of Peace:
the sensitiviness to tragedy as disclosure of an ídeal (A&;enturu of ldeas. New York, Free
Press [1933] (1967), 286); the intuition of lasting importance ('ImmortaLity, ín The
Philosoplry of Alfred North Witebead," edited by P.A. Schilpp. Library of Living Philo-
sophers (I-a Salle, IL: Open Court, 1951], 698); the awareness of self-transcending interest
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Finally this: this essay deals with the problem of the prehensibility of God's
consequent nature. \flith respect to that it must after all be said that Suchocki's
writings do not so much solve this problem, but rather do not address it. For in her
interpretation, God's consequent nature is not prehended. Because of this, her
interpretation falls in a certain sense outside the scope of this article. That, in itself,
is no problem. But giving no place to the notion of prehending God's consequenr
nature means, I think, leaving unused good opportunities offered by Vhitehead's
qfstem, not only for understanding the personal experiences mentioned above, but
also expressly for the understanding of certain crucial experiences which transcend
personality.az

F. Conclusion
In this €SSê/,I hope to have shown that the entitative view, when combined with
the reversed polarity of God, does not run into difficulties concerning the-
prehensibility of God's consequenr nature.

The entitative interpretation of God's prehensibility as I have presented it
in this essay, however, differs from the entitative interpretations of Jorge Nobo
and of Marjorie Suchocki, and does not lead to the complications their readings,
to a lesser or greater extent, entail. The difference with the interpretation of
\íilliam Christian is much less fundamental, and lies mainly in the manner of
argumentation. 

'\trflhere 
his argumentation is based on God's everlastingness,

which however-in the absence of the reversal of poles as an argument-remains
ill-founded, m;' argumentation is based on the reversal of God's poles, which is
well-founded in rilíhitehead's metaphysics.

The emphasis on the polar reversd is essential to my interpretation. This
emphasis it shares with Suchocki's, while it is hardly present in Nobo and Christian.

(AI285). Moreover, rUíhitehead's concept gives the opportunity to understand the tension
between the *self" 

[constituted by the aim provid.d by God's primordial nature] and 'self-

forgetfulness' [brought on by prehension of God's consequenr nerure, that is, by "the
immanence of the Great Fact'] (AI295-296). Vhitehead even connects the concept of
truth to God's consequent nature (PR 12-13). These points may serve as an indication of
what can be at issue when the prehending of God's consequent nature is not raken into
account.

By the way, within \Whitehead's metaphysics the prehending of God's consequenr
nature can be conceived of as an experience of God as well as-entirely secular-as an
experience of the \Vorld in its uniry and everlastingness. Hence, the experiences which can
be interpreted with the aid of the concept of prehending God's consequenr narure
certainly need not be construed religiously, as is obvious from \íhitehead's writings after
Process and Reality (though that construal suggests itself with more force in the experience
of being loved mentioned in the foregoing note). This might offer interesting possibilities
to a theology that seeks intelligibility in a secularized context.
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In contrast to Suchocki, however, I conclude from the reversal of poles, that
God is always in concrescence and always in satisfaction not only primordially, but
also consequentially, md so is always becoming and always being, always subject
and always superject. This resembles Christian's view of God's "continuous though
changing satisfaction," but differs from the views of Nobo and Suchocki. For
Nobo, God isn't always in satisfaction and Suchocki accounts only for the
primordial satisfaction.

My interpretation, though developed independently, may be seen as a reassertion
of Christian's proposal, partly through a stronger argumentation based on the
reversal of poles, and mainly by a refutation of the objection made by Leclerc and
Ford. Their objection to Christian's view is that for prehensibility (or objective
immortality) of God, the perishing of God's subjective immediacy is required. I
think I have shown that this objection fails because of the reversal of poles. For the
reversal of poles entails that satisfaction for God doesn't mean determinateness and
completeness, but determinateness ar'd incompleteness. Because of this incomplete
ness the requirement of perishing is dropped. So, God as fully actud, is always in
concrescence and always in satisfaction, and therefore always prehensible.

In this way, I think, it has been shown with some force that \fhitehead's view
of God as one always concrescing actual entity does not pose any difficulties for
the prehensibility of God, provided we take account of the unique nature of that
one actual entity'God.' And thereby that the conception of God as one actual
entity offers the possibility (and more so than the societal view) to conceive of God
as efficacious with regard to worldly entities, even with respect to the consequent
nature. This offers attractive perspectives for a theological reflection on God's
involvement in the world.
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